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Here the devotees shout slogans of welcome, say their prayers and then proceed to offer their prayers.
Agni Kanda Karnan says his prayers at the birthplace of Lord Rama, Ayodhya. Then he takes a ritual bath
and washes the ash of the candle sticks (tali) by the hands of the priests. He has to avoid eye contact with
the women and the children present in the audience. I saw him standing still when Prasadam was offered.
The devotees took out the fruits and ate them in front of Agni Kanda Karnan. It feels odd to see him being
offered something that he will take and eat. After the worship the devotees proceed towards the road to
see if the conveyance is there to take him home. Agni Kanda Karnan performs the mythological tale of
Queen Satarupa, a primeval one. The Sheikhs present in the audience say " Aagam Vastra" (thrust the
thorns) with folded hands. Meanwhile, we can see the sadness in the eyes of Agni Kanda Karnan Agni
Kanda Karnan is a powerful person who possesses supernatural powers. He has the body of a human
being and the head of an elephant. He possesses two sets of eyes, one of which is human, and the other is
that of an elephant. His body is very strong and is capable of doing thousand of things at the same time.
He is a great preacher, well versed in Sanskrit, and can speak to the people with his well read speeches in
Sanskrit. Agni Kanda Karnan performs another mythological tale. Even after being an elephant, he still has
the body of a human being. The myth of Chilrajan- the king of elephants and Rama's wife Sita- is narrated.
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roshan kumar plays the main protagonist karnan. his down-to-earth performance makes the audience feel
his pain. he is very convincing. director selvaraj needs to be applauded for making his debut film an

enjoyable one. karnan is a gripping film that is sure to leave an impact on the audience. and we are happy
to have it in hindi. please read the novel on mahabharata by named prava, written by shri byrappa. it is in

many indian languages, he has done research on this subject for more than 10 years and is a docrate
scholar in this subject, he says that arjun agreed to all the conditions put forth by subbadra one day

before, like she cannot be a wife for all the five brothers and their son should attain the throne, and he
should abstain from sleeping with draupadi after their marriage, since even after that krishna and arjun
where not sure about whom she will garland the next day and was of the impression that balaram could
do some mischeif, it was arjunas thought and krishna only suggested the alternate best case scenario, in
the end to uphold dharma u have to some time do adharma also, like how police sometimes take law in
their hand and encounter a known terriosit, both agreed and decided to elope her, the discussion among
the yadav cheifs is wonderful the next day, finally krishna convince that what arjuna did as a kshatriya is

not wrong. i think her both the students should do more research. people began to turn out in big numbers
when agni kanda karnan started his performance. the theyyam wears beautiful colors. it has a huge, 12
foot long tower like structure made of coconut leaves and bamboo placed in his head. its called the hair.

small lamps are flashing in this tower-hair. he also has the normal black hair, which is very lengthy, almost
touching his feet. in the waist lane placed sixteen palm leaf-torches, all of them ablaze. his face has

minimal makeup but eye lashes are neatly done. he wears a red dress, which is revealing in the back side.
looking to it one can see the sweating body of an ordinary man possessed by the unknown force of agni

kanda karnan. 5ec8ef588b
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